It’s All About Nature by Ilina Crouse

Materials Used:- Chameleon Pens Nature Tones, My Favourite Things Snuggle bunnies set and dies, Hero
Arts Intense Black ink pad, Webster Pages enamel embellishments, Neenah White 110 Lb card stock, Paper
Trey Ink Green Parakeet card stock, Hero Arts Soft Pool shadow ink, Mama Elephant Landscape Trio die set,
MISTI.
Instructions:

1.

Stamp your image
using Hero Arts ink on
white card stock and die
cut them. Usually when
using the MISTI tool I
stamp bunch of images
for future use. Then die
cut them

2.

Cut piece of the green card stock and the card base. Using the Soft
pool ink pad sponge some on the card base to mimic the sky. Adhere
the “grass” part and stamp the sentiment.
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3.

Color the images using the Nature tones Chameleon pens
For the teddy bear use the Taupe pen and infuse the brush nib for
about 6 seconds for the head and body and 3-4 seconds for the arms
and legs using the toning medium and color the teddy.
Next color the bunny, again using the Taupe pen, again, for the
bunny’s head infuse the brush nib for about 8 seconds with the toning
medium and color the head, for the ears do the same, just infuse it for
about 3-4 seconds for each ear. Do the same for the belly. Repeat the
same process for the feet and hands, just infuse for about 2-3
seconds.
For the shirt use the Green Apple and Dark Sage pens. Infuse the
Apple Green pen for about 4-5 seconds and color every other strip
going from the top down. Do the same with the Dark sage marker.

4.

Adhere the images onto the card.
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Materials Used:- Chameleon Pens Nature Tones, Stampin’ Up! Best Birds set and dies bundle, Hero Arts
Intense Black ink pad, Stampin’ Up! Gold thread, Neenah White 110 Lb card stock, Neenah White 80 Lb card
stock , sequins, MISTI.
Instructions:1.

Stamp your image using Hero Arts ink on white card stock. Usually
when using the MISTI tool I stamp bunch of images for future use.

2.

Color the images using the Nature tones Chameleon pens
For the bird use the Evergreen pen and infuse the brush nib for 10 seconds
with the toning medium. Color the birds body starting from the middle
toward the tail.
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Infuse the brush nib of the Cinnamon pen for 18-20seconds using the toning
medium and color the bird’s body starting from the tail (color over the
Evergreen color) going to the head.
Color the wing using the Cinnamon pen by infusing it for 5-6 seconds and
coloring on scrap paper until you reach the shade that the connection point
to the body is, then color the wing starting from the top going towards the
tail.
For the tail use the Evergreen pen by infusing it for 3-4 seconds and
coloring from top toward the end of the tail
Color the branch using the Evergreen,
Green Apple and Taupe pens.
Infuse the brush nib of the Evergreen pen
for couple seconds with the toning medium
and color each leaf from the middle towards
the bottom.
Using the Green Apple marker (without
infusing it) color the leaves
For the branch, infuse the Taupe pen(brush
nib) with toning medium for 5 seconds and
color from the centre to one side, then
repeat and color to the other side.

3.

Die cut the images and cut a card base.

4.

Stamp the sentiment, adhere the images, gold thread and sequins

You can find more inspiration on the
Chameleon Pens blog http://blog.chameleonpens.com and on
the website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Ilina’s blog at
http://ilinacrouse.com

